To Whom It May Concern:

I have deep roots in the Buffalo River region. My parents and their parents were from northern Arkansas and my great grandfather installed the first telephone line from Rush to Rea Valley in the early 1900s. Every year my family enjoys a reunion at Buffalo Point and we cherish our time swimming and floating the Buffalo. Consequently, based on the recent federal court ruling that requires a redo of the “cursory and flawed” Environmental Assessment of C&H, it is hard to understand how ADEQ can approve this or any other permit modification. By approving this modification request, ADEQ would be saying that C&H can continue in the face of the court ruling, the scientific research, and public concerns. Until the federal ruling is followed to the letter of the law, no further approval of the spreading of waste should be entertained or considered, including "C&H Hog Farm General Permit ARG590000". I understand that this facility will create jobs in the area, but its potential to pollute is simply too great to not conduct all due diligence prior to project fruition. Thank you for considering my request.

Best Regards,

Mike Quearry